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any kind of poetry; there were the lost heroic poems of the
Barbarous Age (Heldenlieder), the fragments that survive ^(as the
Hildebrandstied), the Eddalieder, the swollen medieval epics like
the Nibelungenliedt as well as the ballads themselves; and the use
of the same word in so many quite different senses makes German
accounts of epic and ballad origins confusing reading. To get rid
of the ambiguity the word 'Ballade' was imported from English on
the wings of Bishop Percy's fame. 'Ballade' stands for both 'ballad'
and 'ballade', though the Villonesque 'ballade' has had little
interest for Germany. 'Romanze', from Spain, is another term
Implying a narrative style, and still further definition may be
sought by bracketing the two words, 'Balladen und Romanzen'.
By some such means it is possible to pick out the narrative ballads
of Germany, Holland, Switzerland, and Austria from the immense
mass of traditional lyrical poetry which also enjoys the title of
Tolkslied'. The form taken by these narrative poems is stanzaic;
the refrain Is characteristically, though not invariably, absent from
German ballads; end syllables are often echoed; the strophic forms
are more numerous than in the north; the rhythm Is intrinsically
that of four-accent verse; and the rhymes are elusive. It would
appear that North Germany enjoyed the products of ballad-singers
before South Germany, and Saxo Grammaticus, who does not
mention any Danish Vise', speaks of the presence and activity in
twelfth-century Denmark of Saxon singers. In respect of subject-
matter there is ready intercourse between Germany and Scandi-
navia, but no such early and striking correspondences as to indicate
an original unity,
German ballad poetry has exerted a stimulating influence on
the Slavonic, Baltic, and Finnic peoples, her neighbours. To the
south lies Czechoslovakia, a Slavonic spearhead embedded in
the flank of Germany, and enclosed by Saxons, Bavarians, and
Austrians. Czech ballads are stanzaic, not addicted to the use of
refrains, and frequently in the Immediate debt of German originals.
The same Is true of Hungary; the originality of Magyar ballads
lies neither In form nor subject, but in the Gipsy spirit infused into
the music. The Wends of Lusatia cultivate ballads of German
theme and form, though in a Slavonic language and with, it is said,
Slavonic characteristics in music. In Poland we encounter a
balladry of a lyrical sort, and a great development of characteristic
dance tunes; but the Ruthenians of Galicia and the Ukraine follow

